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SUBMIT YOUR CASE VIDEO TO CIRSE 2019

Be part of the interventional meeting of the year by submitting a
video of an interesting case for one of four video learning sessions
at CIRSE 2019! Applications will only be accepted until April 8, so
make sure to submit your proposal today! Upon acceptance, you will
have until June 15 to submit your video.

Rolf W. Günther Travel grants for
CIRSE 2019

IR News spring edition out now

The Rolf W. Günther Foundation for
Radiological Sciences will again be
providing travel grants for young European
radiologists to attend the CIRSE annual
meeting. Starting in April, European
residents or fellows can apply for one of
10 travel grants so make sure to have your
documents ready!

Browse the latest edition of the CIRSE
newsletter to stay up to date on all society
news, congresses and initiatives, including
a look at CIRSE’s new Group Members, a
review of the current status of the CIEMAR
and CIREL registries, and an overview of
the new EBIR format.

Seven new courses on the
CIRSE Academy

Become a CVIR reviewer and earn
CME credits

The recently established CIRSE Academy
has met great success, allowing many
IRs to deepen their knowledge on specific
procedures with its concise online courses.
After adding seven new topics to its
portfolio, the CIRSE Academy now features
21 courses, each worth 1-2 CME credits.
CIRSE Members pay less than half of the
regular price!

Join the CVIR family and claim up to
three CME credits from the UEMS or your
national accreditation body for every review
you carry out for the journal! To receive a
confirmation for your completed reviews,
simply contact us at info@cvironline.org.
Find out more!

Remembering João Pisco

ESIR Course on DEB & cTACE

The IR community lost one of its
pioneers this week with the passing
of Professor João Pisco. A tireless
physician, researcher, and teacher, Prof.
Pisco advocated and innovated for IR
both in Portugal and around the world.
His ground breaking work on PAE has
bettered the lives of countless patients,
and he was a constant presence promoting
and discussing the technique at CIRSE
meetings and events. He will be sorely
missed.

Make sure to register by April 15 to catch
our reduced early bird fee for the ESIR
Course on DEB & cTACE in primary and
secondary liver cancer! Taking place in
Munich from June 6-7, the two-day course
will feature theoretical presentations as
well as hands-on training sessions with
the opportunity to handle current devices
and learn about the most advanced
technologies fit for intra-arterial therapy.
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